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Abstract: In the non-contact measurement using the linear structured light（LSL），the extraction precision of the
light stripe center directly affects the measurement accuracy of the whole detection system. To solve the problem that
general algorithms cannot accurately extract the center of the light stripe with the uneven width and unstable grey-

value distribution，an adaptive optimization method is proposed. In this method，the stripe region is firstly segmented，
and the widths of the laser stripe are calculated by boundary detection. The initial stripe center points are computed by
the quadratic weighted grayscale centroid method based on the self-adaptive stripe width. After that，these center
points are optimized according to the determined slope threshold. The sub-pixel coordinates of these center points are
recalculated. Detailed analysis is also performed in line with the proposed evaluation index of the extraction algorithm.
The experimental results show that the mean square error of extracted center points is only 0.1 pixel，meaning that the
accuracy of laser stripe center extraction is improved significantly by the method. Furthermore，the method can run
effectively at a relatively low computational time cost，and can demonstrate great robustness as well.
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0 Introduction

In optical non-contact measurement，due to its
high precision，good real-time and easy to realize，
the linear structure light（LSL）mode is widely used
in many fields，such as automated welding［1］，di⁃
mensional measurement［2］，3D reconstruction of ob⁃
ject surfaces［3］，surface quality inspection［4］， food
detection［5-6］， etc. Since the laser stripe photo⁃
graphed by the CCD camera has the width of a few
or tens pixels，whether or not the stripe center can
be accurately extracted will largely determine the
measurement reliability of the entire visual inspec⁃
tion system. Therefore，it is necessary to consider
the accuracy，stability and efficiency of the laser
stripe extraction algorithm in the implementation
process for real-time vision measurement based on

the linear structure light.
The laser stripe center extraction algorithm can

be divided into two categories：traditional algorithm
and improved algorithm. The traditional methods
mainly include skeleton refinement method，geo⁃
metric center method， extreme value method，
etc.［7］ These algorithms generally rely on the geo⁃
metric contour or grayscale maximum value of the
stripe to obtain the position of the center points.
They are simple to implement，fast to extract，but
poor in accuracy and sensitive to noise. Besides，the
direction template method，the Steger method and
the grayscale centroid method，which have relative⁃
ly more accurate extraction results but poor real-
time，fall into the category of conventional methods
as well. Using the direction template method to ob⁃
tain the stripe center can significantly suppress the
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influence of noise in the extraction process［8］. How⁃
ever，the efficiency suffers due to a large number of
template-based mathematical calculations，or the ac⁃
curacy is not satisfactory because of a basis on only
four direction templates，that is，vertical，horizon⁃
tal，left 45° and right 45° . The Steger method［9］，
which is designed to extract the sub-pixel center
points by performing convolution on every image
pixel with the Hessian matrix. During this process，
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each Hessian
matrix need to be solved. Although its accuracy is as
high as sub-pixel level，the computational complexi⁃
ty is also significantly higher，resulting in a long cal⁃
culation time. In order to improve the efficiency of
the Steger method， the graphics processing unit
（GPU）can be applied for the stripe center inspec⁃
tion，which is used to remarkably shorten the pro⁃
cessing time of line detection and center extrac⁃
tion［10］. Methods based on parabolic， Gaussian’
spline interpolation or template matching are even
worse than the easily computable threshold opera⁃
tion，while the grayscale centroid method supplies
best results in practical application［11］. In addition，
the grayscale centroid method has become one of
the commonly used methods for laser stipe center
extraction due to its high-accuracy，efficiency and
easy to implement［12］. In the study of improved gray⁃
scale centroid method， the dynamic least square
method is used to fit the center points determined by
the grayscale centroid method［13］. Meanwhile， a
rectangular frame at each initial center point is de⁃
fined，two sides of which are parallel to the tangent
vector and the normal vector at the center point re⁃
spectively. The length of the rectangular side paral⁃
lel to the tangent vector is obtained by the radius of
curvature of the point. Finally，the exact sub-pixel
positions of the center points are calculated along
the normal vector direction inside the rectangle. A
robust laser stripe extraction method based on the
grayscale centroid method is proposed for 3D recon⁃
struction［14］. The center points are extracted prelimi⁃
narily by the thinning algorithm，of which the nor⁃
mal directions are also calculated by using the Hes⁃

sian matrix. Then the final accurate center points
can be obtained along this direction. This improved
method can be run in real time and has a better per⁃
formance than the simplified Hessian matrix method.

In addition to the above improved methods，
there are also many other measures for the center ex⁃
traction of the laser stripes. By analyzing the charac⁃
teristics of laser fringes，a stripe center extraction
method of multi-Gaussian signal fitting based on
wavelet transform is proposed［15］. Different expecta⁃
tions and variances are used to obtain the best fitting
result of each laser stripe cross-section and the posi⁃
tion of the stripe center point is determined based on
the symmetry center of the fitted Gaussian signal.
Based on an ideal light intensity model，the center
point of each cross-section of the light stripe is calcu⁃
lated according to the conservation laws of Legend⁃
re moment［16-17］. Meanwhile，a smoothing spline al⁃
gorithm is applied to eliminate the noise. The bound⁃
ary-connection is used to determine the light stripe
region，and the improved split-and-Merge approach
is used to extract the laser stripe center-line on the
detected object［18］. The experimental results show
that the proposed method is fast，robust and accu⁃
rate. To solve the problem that the laser stripe cen⁃
ter is difficult to be accurately extracted due to the
strong specular reflection on the metal surface，a
collar-wise laser stripe extraction method based on
Gaussian filter and sub-pixel interpolation is put for⁃
ward［19］，which is suitable for real-time online detec⁃
tion of 3D morphology in the industrial environment.

In practical applications，the light intensity dis⁃
tribution of the laser stripe，which is projected by
the ordinary laser projector，is often uneven. The
width of each cross-section of the laser stripe chang⁃
es obviously. In addition，the reflection condition of
the detected objects is usually quite different. There⁃
fore，it is easy to lead to some problems such as in⁃
accurate extraction of the laser stripe center，obvi⁃
ous defect of broken line and so on. As can be con⁃
cluded from the above analysis，few researches dis⁃
cussed this problem. What’s more，the optimization
effect，accuracy and reliability of the above methods
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need to be improved. In this paper，an adaptive opti⁃
mization algorithm for extracting the laser stripe cen⁃
ter is proposed. Firstly， the region of interest
（ROI）of the stripe image is determined. The initial
center points of the stripe，which are extracted by
using the quadratic weighted grayscale centroid
method based on self-adaptive width，are recalculat⁃
ed according to the computed slope threshold. Final⁃
ly，the sub-pixel center points with high accuracy
can be achieved by performing the average-value op⁃
timization method. The proposed method and other
traditional methods are analyzed and compared in a
detail and comprehensive way，which is on the basis
of the well-rounded evaluation index proposed in
this paper.

1 Image Preprocessing

The detailed flowchart of optimization algo⁃
rithm in this paper is shown in Fig.1. Firstly，the la⁃
ser stripe image captured by a CCD industrial cam ⁃
era is sequentially subjected to operations such as
median filtering，threshold segmentation，as well as
morphological closing operation. And ROI of the im⁃
age is determined after analyzing the features of it.
Then the width of each cross-section of laser stripe
is obtained using the edge detection method. Mean⁃
while，initial central points are extracted by apply⁃
ing adaptive width quadratic weighted center of
gravity method. Finally，the accurate sub-pixel coor⁃
dinates of all central points are acquired，using the
average optimization algorithm.

1. 1 Characteristics of laser stripe

Under ideal condition，the light-intensity in the
cross section of a laser stripe exhibits a Gaussian dis⁃
tribution. However，under practical circumstance，
due to the interference of the field environment，the
quality of the laser，the material of the measured ob⁃
ject surface and other factors，the actually acquired
image of light stripe is shown in Fig.2（a）. And the

grey-value distribution in a representative cross-sec⁃
tion is shown in Fig. 2（b）. It can be seen that，the
closer the pixels are to the light stripe center，the
faster their grey-values increase，and there are multi⁃
ple maximum grey-values at the center. The grey-

value on both sides of the stripe is almost zero. Gen⁃
erally，the distribution of the grey-value is similar to
a Gaussian distribution.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed optimization method
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1. 2 Preprocessing method

After completing the median filtering opera⁃
tion，image binarizationa，a global adaptive image
segmentation algorithm is adopted to obtain the bi⁃
nary image of a laser stripe in this paper. The algo⁃
rithm， using the maximum inter-class variance
method，i. e.，Otsu method，calculates the optimal
threshold of image segmentation，which maximizes
the difference between foreground and background
of an image. The greater the inter-class variance be⁃
tween the two parts is，the greater the difference of
them will be. When the largest inter-class variance
is obtained， the probability of misclassifying the
foreground and background of an image is the small⁃
est. The equation for calculating the inter-class vari⁃
ance is

g= w 0×( u0 - u )2 + w 1×( u1 - u )2 （1）
where w0 is the proportion of foreground pixel
points in an image，u0 the average grey-value of the
foreground in an image，w1 the ratio of background
pixel points in an image，u1 the average grey-value
of the background in an image，and u the total aver⁃
age grey-value of an image，which can be expressed
as

u= w 0× u0 + w 1× u1 （2）
Denoted by t is the segmentation threshold of

the image foreground and background，which is the
optimal segmentation threshold of an image when

making g in Eq.（1）reaches the maximum. The la⁃
ser image is segmented，according to the optimal
segmentation threshold t，by using the global adap⁃
tive binarization segmentation algorithm，shown as

G ( x,y )= {1 f ( x,y )> t

0 f ( x,y )≤ t
（3）

where f（x，y）is the grey-value of a pixel point with
image coordinate（x，y），and G（x，y）the grey-val⁃
ue of a pixel point after image segmentation.

In order to bridge the narrow discontinuity and
slender gully of the stripe， eliminate the small
holes，and smooth the contour of the binary stripe at
the same time，the morphological closure operation
is applied in this paper. Morphological closure opera⁃
tion is an image processing technique that combines
two morphological operations（morphological dila⁃
tion and morphological corrosion）. Its mathematical
model is expressed as

A•B=( A B )  B （4）
where A is the image to be processed and B the
structural element of morphological operation.

Morphological dilation operation can be ex⁃
pressed as

A B={ x,y|( B ) xy ∩A≠∅ } （5）
Morphological corrosion operation can then be

expressed as
A B={ x,y|( B ) xy⊇ A } （6）

Morphological closure operation is performed
on the image of the binary laser stripe，and the re⁃
sult image is shown in Fig.3.

The method to determine the laser stripe re⁃
gion（i.e.，ROI）is to retrieve the grey-value G（x，
y）of the pixels of the binary light stripe column by
column. The pixels are scanned from the left end of
the stripe until the first pixel with the grey-value
G（x，y）=255 is detected， and the pixels are
scanned from the right until the last one with the
grey-value G（x，y）=255 is detected in the last col⁃

Fig.2 Laser stripe and grey-value distribution in a cross-sec⁃
tion

Fig.3 Binary laser stripe (enlarged)
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umn of the stripe. These two obtained pixels’coor⁃
dinates are marked as（xmin，ymin）and（xmax，ymax）re⁃
spectively. Therefore，the set of pixel points within
the ROI region can be expressed as

{ G ( x,y ) |xmin ≤ x≤ xmax,ymin ≤ y≤ ymax } （7）
It can be seen from the processed laser stripe

image that the width varies along the length of the
stripe. For this reason，the optimization algorithm
in this paper obtains the width of each cross-section
of the stripe by detecting the upper and lower bound⁃
ary of it，and extracts the center of each cross-sec⁃
tion within its width range. Inside ROI of image，
the binary laser stripe is scanned column by column
to obtain the upper and lower boundary，and the
width of each cross-section of the stripe（denoted by
wi）is computed，as shown in Fig.4.

Then the pixel set of the ith column required
for calculating the center point’s coordinate is ex⁃
pressed as

{ G ( i,y ) |yi,up ≤ y≤ yi,down } or

{ G ( i，y ) |yi，up ≤ y≤ yi，up + wi } （8）
where yi，up and yi，down are respectively the upper and
the lower boundary y coordinates of the stripe，wi=
yi，down-yi，up.

2 Light Stripe Center Extraction

2. 1 Adaptive extraction for sub⁃pixel center of

laser stripe

Considering the inconsistent stripe width along
the extension direction and small grey-value differ⁃
ence at the stripe center，the quadratic weighted cen⁃
troid method based on the adaptive width is adopted
in this paper to extract sub-pixel center points of the
laser stripe. The computation principle of the meth⁃
od is shown in Fig. 5. The width wi of each cross-
section of the laser stripe and the pixel set G（i，y）
of the ith column have been obtained from the above

parts. The coordinates of each center point in every
column of the laser stripe which are denoted by Pi in
the schematic diagram are calculated by using the
method. The dots in the graph are the extracted cen⁃
ter points of the stripe，which are all at sub-pixel
level.

The equation for calculating the coordinate of
the center point of each cross-section is written as

y 'center =
∑

y= yi,up

yi,up + wi

G ( i,y )2 ⋅ y

∑
y= yi,up

yi,up + wi

G ( i,y )2
（9）

where yi，up is the y coordinate of the upper boundary
of each cross-section of the laser stripe（under im⁃
age coordinate system），wi the width of the ith
cross-section of the stripe，G（i，y） the grey-value
of the pixel whose image coordinate is y in the ith
cross-section of the stripe，and y 'center the initial cen⁃
ter coordinate of each cross-section of the laser
stripe.

The distribution of the center points preliminar⁃
ily extracted by Eq.（9）is shown in Fig.6. It shows
that the fluctuation of these center points is relative⁃
ly apparent.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of width calculation

Fig.5 Principle for center extraction using self-adap⁃
tive quadratic weighted centroid method

Fig.6 Distribution of extracted center points
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2. 2 Optimization for center points

Some of these initial center points deviate from
the center position of the laser stripe due to bad qual⁃
ity of the laser projector. In order to ensure the high-

accuracy of the fitted center line，the optimization
for these center points is performed in this paper.
The initial center points are optimized in two steps.

The first step is calculating the mean y-coordi⁃
nate of center points within a certain region，the re⁃
gion moves one pixel every time and its size is fixed.
The calculation process can be expressed as follows

y 1center (m )=

∑
x= m- a- 1

2

m+ a+ 1
2

y 'center ( x )- y 'center (m )

a- 1 （10）

where y 'center（m） is the coordinate of the initially ex⁃
tracted center point in the（m+1）th column of the
laser stripe，a the domain size for calculating the av⁃
erage y-coordinate of the center points，which is
generally an odd number（a≥1），y 'center ( x ) the coor⁃
dinate of the initially extracted center point in the
xth column of the laser stripe，and y 1center (m ) the co⁃
ordinate of the center point in the（m+1）th column
after optimization.

The second optimization step is to judge one
center point whether has a large deviation according
to a slop threshold，if so，the coordinate of the point
need to be re-calculated. The slope threshold is de⁃
termined by calculating the approximate slope of the
center line fitted in the above part. Final center
points’coordinates are obtained by

y 2center (m )= {y 1center (m ) k≤ 10k0
y 1center (m- b )+ b× k0 k> 10k0

（11）

where k0 is the slope threshold of the laser stripe，
the value of which is determined according to the tilt
angle of the laser stripe and the selection rule of the
coordinate axis，and the optimized structure can not
be affected by the selection of k0 value. k is the slope
of center points within a certain region，and this re⁃
gion also moves one pixel every time and its size is
fixed. b is a constant which represents the step size
of re-calculating the point’s coordinate，and it needs
to be confirmed in the experiment. y 2center (m ) is the fi⁃

nal coordinate of the center point in the（m+1）th
column of the laser stripe.

According to Eq.（9），the initial coordinates of
center points are obtained， and Eq.（10） and
Eq.（11）are used to adjust the coordinates of some
center points whose deviations are a bit larger.

After the above optimization operation，the dis⁃
tribution of the extracted center points of the laser
stripe is shown in Fig.6. It can be seen that the fluc⁃
tuation of center points decreases compared with
that before optimization. Therefore， the effect of
the proposed optimization operation in this paper is
obvious.

3 Experiments and Discussion

The visual measurement system based on LSL
set up in this paper is shown in Fig.7. In the experi⁃
ment，VS 2013 is taken as the development plat⁃
form，and the programming language C++ is uti⁃
lized to perform the proposed optimization method，
wherein，some data structures and common image
process algorithms from OpenCV are also used. A
high-precision CCD industrial camera， with
1 292 pixel×964 pixel resolution and 3.75 μm×
3.75 μm pixel size， is used. The megapixel lens
with 8 mm focal length is selected. The laser maxi⁃
mum power is 30 mW and the wavelength of the la⁃
ser light is 650 nm（red light）.

In order to verify the extraction effect of the
proposed method， skeleton refinement method，
grayscale centroid method and Hessian matrix meth⁃
od are compared.

Fig.7 Experimental measurement system based on
LSL
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3. 1 Computational complexity

Time complexity and space complexity are im ⁃
portant evaluation systems and evaluation criteria
for computational complexity.

Time complexity，one of the key technologies
of visual detection，whether or not the laser stripe
extraction method is high-efficient is an important
aspect to be considered. In order to determine
whether these extraction methods can be applied in
real time，the runtime of them must be calculated.

In this experiment，the computer for the image
processing has a CPU of Intel i5-4210U 1.7 GHz
and a RAM of 4 GB. For each laser image，the cen⁃
ter extraction program runs 10 times，and the aver⁃
age time of different center extraction methods is
shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1，the Hessian matrix meth⁃
od is the most time-consuming，which cannot run in
real time，for a large amount of convolution is need⁃
ed in extracting the center points of the laser stripe.
Using the skeleton refinement method and the gray⁃
scale centroid method to determine the position of
center points also takes a bit longer time. On the
contrary，the proposed optimization method simpli⁃
fies the process of extracting center points. There⁃
fore，the proposed method not only ensures the ex⁃
traction accuracy，but also makes the running time
shorter. Namely，it needs relatively low computa⁃
tional time cost to finish the extraction process.

For space complexity，according to the image
acquisition equipment and computer configuration in
this paper，the maximum memory for the algorithm
of proposed method is 68 MB，the output image res⁃
olution is 1 292 pixel×964 pixel，and the algorithm
program size is 425 KB.

3. 2 Extraction accuracy

Fig.8 shows that the laser stipe center line ex⁃
tracted by the proposed method is at the actual cen⁃
ter position of the laser stripe. It proves that the opti⁃
mization method can effectively adjust center
points’positions to the center of the laser stripe
when these points deviate from the center signifi⁃
cantly.

To test whether the center point extraction of
one algorithm is accurate or not，the standard devia⁃
tion σ，which is defined as the mean square error of
the distance between extracted center points and the
fitted straight line，needs to be calculated as

σ=
∑
i= 1

n

( di-
-d )2

n
（12）

where di is the distance from the i-th center point to
the fitted line，-d the average distance between cen⁃
ter points and the fitted line，and n the number of ex⁃
tracted center points. di is obtained from the calcula⁃
tion formula of the distance between the point and
the line，so di can then be calculated by

di=
|

|
|
|

|

|
|
|
Axi+ Byi+ C

A2 + B2
（13）

where xi and yi are the x-coordinate and y-coordi⁃
nate of the ith center point，respectively. A，B and
C are the coefficients of the linear equation Ax+
By+ C= 0.

The purpose of the algorithm itself is to extract
clearer center points and fit centerline of laser stripe.
Compared with original laser stripe，the optimized
centerline is smoother and straighter，which is more
in line with the actual situation，and there will be no
over-optimization. The distributions of the center
points extracted by the proposed optimization meth⁃
od and the other traditional methods are shown in

Table 1 Aaverage time of different center extraction

methods

Method

t/ms

Skeleton
refinement
method
593

Grayscale
centroid
method
156

Hessian
matrix
method
1 512

Proposed
method

140

Fig.8 Center line of light stripe extracted by the proposed
method
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Fig.9. Obviously，the center points extracted by the
proposed method have the smallest volatility，while
the grayscale centroid method has noticeable burr
and broken-line problem. In addition，the skeleton
refinement method and the Hessian matrix method
demonstrate the characteristic of step-like variation，
with poor accuracy and stability. The standard devia⁃
tions σ of each algorithm are listed in Table 2. Com⁃
pared with the traditional methods，the standard de⁃
viation of the proposed method is the smallest，
which means that its extraction precision of laser
stripe center points is the best.

3. 3 Repeatability error

The repeatability error（Er）of an algorithm re⁃
fers to the deviation of the center points extracted at
different moments，which reflects the ability of the
algorithm to resist random noise at different time.
Er can be represented as

Er=
∑
j= 1

p

Erj

p
（14）

where p is the total number of laser stripe images
taken by CCD camera at different moments.

The error Erj can be obtained by

Erj=
∑
i= 1

n

|yj,i- y1,i |

n
（15）

where yj，i is the coordinate of the ith center point of
the jth laser image，and n the number of extracted
center points of the laser stripe.

As for laser stripe images captured at differ⁃
ent time，the repeatability error Er of four differ⁃
ent extraction methods are calculated， as shown
in Table 3. Compared with the traditional meth⁃
ods， the proposed method retains the minimum
repeatability error. So it can extract laser stripe
center points with the best accuracy and reliabili⁃
ty.

3. 4 Robustness

In order to verify the robustness of the pro⁃
posed method，parameters of the measurement sys⁃

Fig.9 Distribution of center points extracted by each
method

Table 2 Standard deviation of distance from extracted

center points to fitting line

Method

σ/pixel

Skeleton
refinement
method
0.36

Grayscale
centroid
method
0.55

Hessian
matrix
method
0.32

Proposed
method

0.23

Table 3 Repeatability error of extracting center points

at different time

Method

Er/pixel

Skeleton
refinement
method

0.037 7

Grayscale
centroid
method

0.204 6

Hessian
matrix
method

0.061 7

Proposed
method

0.019 8
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tem and the experiment environment are changed.
Firstly， the laser power is adjusted to the maxi⁃
mum，medium and minimum，and the center points
of the stripe are extracted by this method at different
power. These extracted points are fitted to a straight
line by performing the least square method. The fit⁃
ted center line is shown in Fig.10. It can be seen

that the obtained center line does not deviate from
the actual central position with the change of the la⁃
ser power. The error values in Table 4 fluctuate to
some extent，but the error is small，which can en⁃
sure high precision. Therefore，these data show that
the proposed method can provide a good result and
stable performance.

Then，LSL is projected onto the surface of
three different objects，that is aluminum plate（met⁃
al），CD and ordinary cardboard. Fig.11 shows that
the proposed method can accurately extract these
center lines，which means that the obtained center
lines are all in the actual center positions of these

stripes. Although the error data in Table 5 fluctuate
with the variety of the measured objects，the overall
values are small. The main reason for this is that the
proposed method increases the computational
weight of the grey-value of pixels at the center when
calculating the coordinates of the center points of the
laser stripe，and optimizes the positions of initial
center points. Therefore，the proposed method can
reduce the effects of environmental parameter chang⁃
es and noise disturbances in the process of extract⁃
ing the stripe center.

4 Conclusions

An adaptive optimization method for laser
stripe center point extraction is proposed. The meth⁃
od helps solve some problems that usually happen in
actual industrial site，such as large deviation of ex⁃
tracted center points of the laser stripe，obvious bro⁃

ken-line defect of the extracted center line and prob⁃
lems caused by variable width，and uneven grey-val⁃
ue distribution of the laser stripe and other factors.
The laser image is preprocessed，and ROI is deter⁃
mined. Based on obtaining the quadratic weighted
barycenter of the laser stripe，an adaptive method is
used in this paper. Then the positions of initially ex⁃
tracted center points are optimized according to the
obtained slope threshold of the laser stripe. The pro⁃
posed method can run in real time and provide a bet⁃
ter performance than the traditional methods. The
first experimental result shows that the standard de⁃

Fig.10 Center-lines extracted by the proposed method at different laser power

Table 4 Extraction error of the proposed method at

different laser power

Evaluation index
σ/pixel
Er/pixel

Maximum
0.23
0.094 3

Medium
0.23
0.019 8

Minimum
0.13
0.024 9

Fig.11 Center-lines extracted by proposed method on different objects

Table 5 Extraction error of the proposed method on dif⁃

ferent detected objects

Evaluation index
σ/pixel
Er/pixel

Metal
0.23
0.019 8

CD
0.19
0.011 2

Cardboard
0.28
0.037 7
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viation of distance from extracted center points to
the fitted line is only 0.13 pixel，improved by about
30% compared with other extraction methods，
which illustrates that the accuracy of the proposed
optimization method is relatively high. Additional⁃
ly，the proposed method also reduces the extraction
repeatability error by around 50%. Another experi⁃
mental result demonstrates that this method keeps
great robustness on the condition that some environ⁃
ment parameters may change.
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线性结构光条纹自适应中心提取的鲁棒方法

陆永华 1，张 佳 1，李小焰 2，李雁龙 2，谭 杰 2

（1.南京航空航天大学机电学院，南京 210016，中国；2.成都国营锦江机械厂，成都 610043，中国）

摘要：在采用线性结构光（Linear structured light，LSL）方式的非接触式测量中，光条纹中心的提取精度直接影响

整个检测系统的测量精度。针对通用算法无法准确提取宽度不均匀、灰度值分布不均匀的条纹中心的问题，本

文提出了一种自适应优化方法。在该方法中，首先分割条纹区域，通过边界检测来计算激光条纹的宽度。通过

基于自适应条纹宽度的二次加权灰度质心法计算初始条纹中心点。之后，根据确定的斜率阈值优化这些中心

点，重新计算并获得这些中心点的子像素坐标，同时根据提出的提取算法评估指标对算法进行了详细分析。实

验中，提取的中心点的均方误差仅为 0.1个像素，结果表明该方法可以显著提高激光条纹中心点的提取精度。此

外，该方法可以以相对较低的计算时间有效地运行，鲁棒性良好。

关键词：激光条纹；图像处理；中心提取；自适应；评价指标
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